TO A PRINT-SELLING WEBSITE

5-MINUTE GUIDE

THE BUSY PHOTOGRAPHER'S

5-Minute Website
Tweaks to Fill Your
Calendar with
Clients Who Want
Your Photos in
Their Homes

FACT: THERE ARE CLIENTS IN
YOUR MARKET WHO WANT MORE
THAN JUST DIGITAL FILES.
"Seriously pumped. A past Shoot-and-Burn client who literally has all of their
images wants to invest $2,200 in a wall art gallery. She said she sees the value in the
product and wants to have the quality I can bring for products on her walls! Ideal
clients do exist!"
- Jessie W., Wakefield MA

Our mission and passion at Swift Galleries is to help photographers who never
believed they could build a thriving business - a business that serves them,
their families and their clients - and show them exactly what they're capable
of.
This guide will help you make small tweaks to your website, blog and social
media so you can start attracting clients to your business who want to fill their
homes with your work.
Yes, they're out there.
Here's how to get them in your door...
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THE BIG
SECRET TO
SELLING

Set expectations. Then reinforce them.
That's it. That's the big secret.
Tell potential clients what it's like to work
with you, then reinforce those
expectations at every chance you get.
To sell products, we must set
expectations for:
The products we expect our clients to buy
The price they'll pay for those products

Forget fancy tools or the hack of
the week... if you want to sell
products, you have to do this
one thing.

The process we'll use to get them those
products
While it is by no means an exhaustive list,
this guide will give you a few quick wins
for setting each of these expectations.
SWIFTGALLERIES.COM

SETTING PRODUCT EXPECTATIONS

WE'VE BEEN DOING "SHOW IT TO SELL IT"
ALL WRONG
Tip 1: Show It (At The
Right Time) To Sell It.

TO DO:
Tell any photographer that you'd like to start
selling more prints and you'll hear the same
advice... "You've got to show it to sell it!"

Add a "Custom Wall Art Galleries" or "Fine Art
Albums" portfolio item to your website and start
showing potential clients, right off the bat, that
you offer physical products.

So you go out and buy ALL THE SAMPLES and,
lo and behold, you start selling some more
prints.

This one task can go a long way to starting the
ball rolling with print sales, so don't skip it!

But there's still some discomfort when it comes
time to "show it and sell it". Clients feel
blindsided. They have to "go home and think
about it." And sales aren't as good as they
should be.

Want to sell wall art, but don't have any to
show? Go grab our FREE Wall Gallery Mockups
for Keynote and PowerPoint (no Photoshop
needed!) and get started showing potential
clients that you offer wall art galleries!

Because you're "showing it" too late in your
process.

Download the Free Galleries!

EVERYWHERE SOMEONE TOUCHES YOUR BRAND, THEY NEED TO SEE THE PRODUCT
YOU WANT THEM TO BUY. YOU NEED TO BE THE SOURCE IN YOUR MARKET FOR
THAT PRODUCT.

SETTING PRODUCT EXPECTATIONS

MAKE YOUR PRODUCTS INSTA-FAMOUS
Tip 2: Instagram Post Ideas to Show
Off Your Products
Task One: Show It (At The
Right Time) To Sell It.
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION... IT'S
IMPORTANT FOR ONLINE BUSINESSES, TOO!
You need to be putting your work (and the products you
want your clients to buy) "out there" where your
potential clients are already spending their time. What
better place than Instagram, a platform that was tailormade for us photographers to show off our work!
Rather than just tell you, "go post your stuff on
Instagram", I thought I'd give you a list of post ideas to
get your creative juices flowing.

INSTAGRAM POST IDEAS FOR SETTING PRODUCT
EXPECTATIONS:
Featured Product Post - "This month's featured
product is my custom Framed Prints"
Product Delivery "Unboxing" Post - Post when a
new gallery is delivered to your home, as you
unwrap it for your happy product-buying client
Help Me Choose Post - Post 2 or more gallery
designs from the same session, asking readers to
help you pick which one is better
New Product Announcement Post - Show off new
product offerings. Pair this with a special offer for
past clients to get some quick sales from sessions
you've already photographed.
Gallery of the Day or Wall Art Wednesday Post
Behind the Scenes Facebook Live or Instagram
Story while heading out the door to install a wall art
gallery or deliver products to a client.

SETTING PRICING EXPECTATIONS

YEAH... THEY NEED TO KNOW (ROUGHLY) HOW
MUCH IT WILL COST THEM.
Tips 3 & 4: Give Them Some Idea of Your Prices
and Make Sure They Get Seen

Ugh... Pricing. Amiright?
I know, "pricing" is like a four-letter word to us photographers. But we gotta deal with it... The trick with showing
your pricing on your website is to give your potential clients something to hold on to, without sharing your full
menu of prices.
We don't want to overwhelm them with all of our product options and prices, but they do need to have a general
idea of what it costs to work with us. This saves us from incredibly uncomfortable "but I thought I'd just pay $100
and get the digitals" conversations down the road.
TO DO:
Add an easy-to-find Pricing Page to your website if you don't already have one (feel free to call it "Investment" if
you're feeling fancy-pants.
On that page, include a snippet of info about how much your typical client spends, or what your custom
products start at (we prefer that approach, as seen in the example below).
Add that same snippet to your Contact Page, to be sure the expectation was properly set, even if someone
skipped your Pricing Page.

SETTING PROCESS EXPECTATIONS

WANT TO OUT-SELL YOUR COMPETITION?
YOU NEED TO OUT-SERVE THEM.
Tip 5: Let Them Know How Awesome
It Is to Work With You

NO, I'M NOT TALKING ABOUT SHOWING OFF YOUR TESTIMONIALS (ALTHOUGH YOU
SHOULD DO THAT, TOO), I'M TALKING ABOUT SHOWING OFF YOUR SERVICE!
If you don't already know this, I hate to be the one to break it to you... there are a lot of photographers out
there right now. And many of them are really stinkin' good at what they do. With the enormous amount of
options available to a client today, you need to stand out on more than just your images. It has to be about
more than just the photos. Here's how you can do just that, in about 5 minutes...

TO DO:
Add a very simple "Working
with Me" page to your
website.
Simplify your process down to
3-4 steps that your clients go
through when they work with
you.
Frame every step of your
process to show how each
step benefits your client, not
you.
Be concise. They don't need
to know everything right now,
they just need to have an idea
of what it's like to work with
you and why working with
you is better than working
with someone else.

"I was that 'shoot-and-burned out' photographer
when I found Swift Galleries... after adding Swift
Galleries and their sales model to my business, I'm now
thriving ... and I have the confidence to actually charge
what I'm worth. Swift Galleries has been my lifesaver!"
Amanda Waltman
Seattle, WA

Wait! Before you go get new
clients... what are you going to do with them?
Our FREE Masterclass will help you make the most of all of those new printloving clients so you can do more than just show products, you can sell
them! Here's what you'll learn:
The Biggest Problem Facing Your Business (and it's NOT that you need more clients...)
Many of the photographers you know will not be in business one year from today because
they're too busy chasing down more clients instead of focusing on this bigger problem that's eating
away at their business.
The Simple Solution (That You Need to Stop Being Afraid Of)
The solution to your problem is simple and straightforward, despite what you've heard about it. And
you are ready to get started with it TODAY.
The Three Key Steps to Success
If you're going to hustle, you better be hustling in the right direction. These are the three steps you
need to take to move your business from stuck to successful.

JOIN THE NEXT FREE
MASTERCLASS!

